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SPORTS, VIOLENCE, AND LAW: A DETAILED ANALYSIS 

Mehul Shokeen* 

ABSTRACT 

Advancement of brandishing development can be traced back to the soonest long periods of 

human advancement and from that point forward, it has been advancing constantly. Along 

with such high headway, sports carried with itself the idea of viciousness as its fundamental 

part. History demonstrates the presence of brutality in sports from the times of early Roman 

domains and the equivalent can, in any case, be followed in the current day brandishing 

society; such animosity and savagery in sports can be expected different components like 

organic or mental. The paper unequivocally clarifies every such sort and speculations of 

sports savagery and animosity apparent in present-day sports and expressly contemplates 

potential reasons for such ominous demonstrations that occasionally gotten destructive 

enough to jeopardize human existence. Likewise, the paper sets out a solid connection 

between law and sports through different frequencies of sports viciousness and its lawful 

outcomes at any point that occurred in the past around the planet in different nations like 

America and India over fluctuated sports going from ice-hockey to cricket. The anticipation 

of sports viciousness is similarly significant in contrast with its lawful arrangements to battle 

brutal exercises in the future and the equivalent has been recommended to guarantee lesser 

rates of fierce donning society in the future. Ultimately, the examination paper lays pressure 

upon savage wearing society in India and lawful arrangements according to sports brutality 

accessible here. All things considered, a work to examine causes and effects of sports 

brutality has been made close by with an endeavor to battle a similar utilizing the force of law 

to build up a more secure a lot donning society in future. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Sports have been an essential piece of human existence for quite a while now, tracing back to 

the beginning of human progress; individuals everywhere in the world had begun reveling 

effectively into sports, and in a matter of moments an individual's effectiveness in sports was 

being connected with force and acclaim. As times passed, it not, at this point stayed restricted 

to simply a sporting human movement did with the end goal of pleasure however rather 

began creating as a transporter requiring a serious level of preparing, speculation, and 

instructing.  

Development of sports at such high speed carried with itself the idea of savagery; in 1945, 

George Orwell wrote in an article, "Genuine games have nothing to do with the reasonable 

play. It is bound up with disdain, envy, egotism, negligence, all things considered, and 

sadistic joy in seeing savagery: at the end of the day it is war short shooting."  

Episodes of viciousness in sports are likely since the absolute first game at any point played. 

The historical backdrop of sports brutality can be traced back to the old Greek and Roman 

Empires where gladiatorial battles initially had holy importance. These savage games spread 

forcefully from Roman Empire to the remainder of the world particularly in the American 

landmass and parts of Europe. William Shakespeare in one of his plays close to the furthest 

limit of his exemplary 1606 play Macbeth, remembered a scene for which the destined title 

character says that his adversaries, "have attached me to a stake; I can't fly, But, bear-like, I 

should battle the course." The line may appear to be immaterial to current perusers, however, 

for the crowds that watched Bard's plays 400 years prior, it would have been a conspicuous 

reference to bear bedeviling which stayed a very notable blood game of Europe. 

SPORTS AND AGGRESSION  

Animosity in sports is viewed as an inbuilt piece of the game, an ideal sportsperson is said to 

have a forceful demeanor while on the field and such guesses appear to be wonderful for the 

onlookers to watch their optimal man play forcefully. Aristocrat and Richardson have 

characterized hostility as, "any type of conduct coordinated toward the objective of hurting of 

harming another live being who is roused to dodge such treatment". Although animosity on 

the field is anything but a satisfying characteristic and has been reprimanded as a negative 

mental quality among players a few times, still some game therapist have consented to the 

way that such conduct can prompt improved games execution, this is otherwise called self-
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assured conduct wherein players play inside the standards at an extreme focus with no goal to 

hurt the adversary.  

TYPES OF SPORTS AGGRESSION  

Sports Psychologist, Mitch Abrams in his book has partitioned sports animosity into two 

sorts, in particular, instrumental and responsive.  

 Instrumental Aggression doesn't principally target hurting the rival, however, the 

damage caused to the adversary could be a consequence of the activity. The 

fundamental objective is to accomplish a sport-related goal, for instance, a footballer 

while shooting a shot hits the goalkeeper with no such mala fide expectation.  

 Reactive Aggression, otherwise called unfriendly hostility targets hurting the rival. 

Such activities are regularly, reaction to some horrible happenings destined to be 

affront or bad behavior with respect to the adversary, illustration of receptive hostility 

could be hostile garbage talking at a guarded player at which the protective player 

punches his partner in the head, which brings about an amateurish direct punishment.  

THEORIES OF SPORTS AGGRESSION  

In sports, where contention and rivalry are a piece of major game construction across 

practically all games played around the globe, forceful conduct among players will 

undoubtedly stay alive and it is vital to contemplate the reasons for such animosity. 

Throughout the long term, different clinicians have advanced four key speculations of 

animosity dependent on research, these hypotheses are in particular:  

 Instinct Theory  

As indicated by the Instinct hypothesis by Sigmund Freud, each human has an intrinsic 

organic drive for animosity similarly as a human has driven for craving and sex. 

Subsequently, animosity is a characteristic drive of people and they should adjust to intends 

to control them. The game serves as a source for these drives coming about into sports 

hostility.  
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 Frustration-Aggression Theory  

As per the Frustration-Aggression hypothesis, sports hostility is a result demonstration of a 

sportsperson when he faces objective blockage or inability to accomplish a specific objective. 

Disappointed players frequently will in general play forcefully on the field. The degree of 

animosity shifts starting with one player then onto the next relying on adapting capacities of 

each player, subsequently; it has of late gotten vital for guide players in regards to pressure 

the executives on the field.  

 Bandura's Social Learning Theory  

As per the Social Learning Theory, it is accepted that practices of an individual are an 

aftereffect of natural elements as observational learning and demonstrating the practices and 

mentalities of others. Thusly, according to this hypothesis, it very well may be deciphered 

that sports hostility is an aftereffect of sportsperson's demonstration of noticing and 

authorizing practices of different players, significantly their beliefs.  

 Berkowitz's Reformulated Frustration Aggression Theory  

Berkowitz's Theory of animosity is a changed rendition of the recently talked about 

Frustration-Aggression Theory. As indicated by this hypothesis, there should occur certain 

improvements for the occurrence of forceful conduct. The hypothesis suggests that however, 

dissatisfaction prepares forceful conduct, it can't be held as the essential driver of sports 

animosity. 

SPORTS VIOLENCE: DETAILED ANALYSIS  

As per Terry and Jackson, sports viciousness can be characterized as "conduct which causes 

hurt, happens outside of the principles of the game, and is random to the serious destinations 

of the game" Presence of brutality in sports is a typical wave for society, hostility and fierce 

mentality are viewed as characteristics of a brilliant sportsperson, and such assumptions have 

prompted expanded development of rough players across differed sports, making them rather 

monstrous and dangerous for all partners. An extremely able basis to evade vicious game 

culture can be by limiting players to play inside rules and guidelines; abidance to which 

guarantees more secure games and desperate ramifications for wrongdoers. As indicated by 

Currie, brutality in sports can be characterized as an "actual attack that is proposed to make 
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actual agony or injury another player, where such unsafe activities bear no immediate 

relationship to the standards and related serious objectives of the game", the definition brings 

up that there exists no immediate connection between the vicious demonstration of players 

and related serious objectives.  

THEORIES OF SPORTS VIOLENCE  

Savagery in sports can happen from numerous points of view; all such pathways promoting 

sports viciousness are ordered into different games hypotheses, which are as per the 

following:  

 Biological Theory  

As per the Biological hypothesis, brutality is an on a very basic level acquired human conduct 

and sports have been seen as a socially appropriate route through which people can release 

their rough feelings. The hypothesis states natural sensation of animosity inside players is a 

significant reason for such hostility and players go through sports to vent hostility inside 

them.  

 Psychological Theory  

As per the Psychological hypothesis, viciousness is a delayed consequence of disappointment 

among players. Frequently, when players neglect to accomplish their targets, they get 

disappointed and such dissatisfaction guides them to act in a forceful way on the game's 

ground causing occurrences of sports brutality.  

 Social Learning Theory  

As per the Social learning hypothesis, vicious conduct is an aftereffect of learning. The 

hypothesis maintains that individuals learn new practices through demonstrating by the 

utilization of discipline and rewards. In sports, more youthful players regularly see senior 

players as their good examples and as a result, they impersonate their conduct. With 

everything taken into account, Sports viciousness might be an aftereffect of more youthful 

players instituting their good examples who have forceful credits on the field. 
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In promotion to the referenced speculations, sports viciousness is an outcome to human 

conduct which might be common, the result of disappointment or effect of another player, 

which all lead to some monstrous destiny of savagery.  

TYPES OF SPORTS VIOLENCE  

Not all types of on-field viciousness are the same and for the most part, various episodes of 

sports savagery contrast from one another, in setting off such differed brutality by players, 

sports savagery can be isolated into different structures, given as follows:  

 Brutal Body Contact  

Such actual cooperations among players on the field are inside the principles and guidelines 

of the game; they are neither unlawful nor unethical. One of such models would be a tackle in 

the round of soccer.  

 Borderline Violence  

Marginal savagery is an actual follow-up on a piece of a player harming another sportsperson 

and abusing rules of the game which is inside adequate cutoff points worthy by the player 

harmed and the onlookers. Such demonstration stays inside decent cutoff points and may 

cause unimportant mischief. One such model would elbow an adversary in a round of rugby.  

 Quasi-Criminal Violence  

Activity by a player that disregards rules of the game just as criminal laws of the state is 

ordered into Quasi-criminal viciousness. Such demonstration may cause genuine injury and is 

unscrupulous and improper with respect to the player submitting the demonstration. A model 

would be a player hitting another angrily on the field.  

 Criminal Violence  

Criminal brutality is an extraordinary actual demonstration that may cause lethal wounds or 

even the demise of another player. It is the gravest of a wide range of sports savagery. Such 

demonstration by a player will undoubtedly welcome criminal accusations because of the 

harm caused. A model could be hitting a player with a bat angrily in a round of cricket.  
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However, a wide range of sports viciousness are scrutinized and reasonable gameplay should 

be elevated to keep away from causalities, yet complete diminishment of sports brutality on 

the double isn't conceivable, in this way it is fundamental to start with the gravest type of 

savagery and afterward move towards trifling issue to gradually battle sports savagery in the 

public arena.  

SPORTS VIOLENCE AND LAW  

As indicated by Abbink, "brutality is a human widespread and that relational hostility, actual 

danger, attack, murder, and arms struggle appear to have existed altogether known human 

social orders" along these lines, the presence of viciousness in each human culture is clear 

and such savagery may become a danger to mankind if not checked upon; savagery in social 

orders prevents harmony and amicability and offer a guide to against social components 

causing sorrow and torment.  

With expanded viciousness, comes to an expanded need for rules and guidelines to keep mind 

savage patterns in human settlements and such arrangement of rules is named as law. 

Development of law occurred to battle viciousness as a simple need of society and guarantee 

harmony and congruity inside humanity, likewise, such advancements didn't occur without 

any forethought yet in a lot bigger time frame. At first, the offense of egregious nature was 

just considered as wrongdoing like assault and manslaughter, however as time passed by, the 

scope of lawful arrangement developed bigger and further, along these lines, taking into its 

ambit different mala fide acts from different circles of society like business and sports.  

The necessity behind the foundation of law was to determine savagery among people at the 

appropriate time of humanly acts and one of such human movements was sports. At first, 

sports viciousness was not paid a lot of regard in light of serious methodology of major parts 

in the middle of games causing minor actual wounds were not prone to cause fatalities 

imperiling life, however soon the wounds were not, at this point paltry and in specific cases 

regularly jeopardized human existence. Recently, parts of both coordinated and unconstrained 

viciousness in sports have been viewed as a genuine social issue, both on and off the field of 

play and with regular events of sports savagery, a requirement for well construction rules can 

be felt that intently check criminal offenses in sports.  

Although legitimate lawful resolutions obliging the issue of sports viciousness are not yet 

into being, still cases have come up around the globe before judges identifying with sports 
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brutality that has affected the point of view of society and legislators in setting to wrongdoing 

in sports; a portion of these milestone cases are:  

 American University Football Match, 1901  

In 1901, six players passed on the field in a football match-up at American University; it was 

the first historically speaking games match to be addressed at the administrative level 

throughout the entire existence of the United States of America. The sad occasion was 

broadly covered and broadcasted by the nearby just as public press and it was exceptionally 

censured by the general population also. Requests for legitimate arrangements were raised 

interestingly to keep away from such dangerous viciousness in the future and the equivalent 

was inspired by the then American president Theodore Roosevelt, he additionally 

compromised preclusion of game if rules were not defined and actualized.  

 Hockey Match, Ottawa, 1969  

A hockey coordinate was played between St. Louis Blues and Boston Bruins on September 

21, 1969, wherein a rough episode occurred between Wayne Maki (St. Louis Blues) and Ted 

Green (Boston Bruins). The two competitors got connected into a horrible stick-swinging 

battle. Broadcasting legend Dan Kelly portrayed the occurrence to be perhaps the most 

savage trades he had at any point seen in hockey.  

The episode started when Ted furiously hit Maki with a hockey stick which he barely got 

away however consequently fought back with his stick by hitting Green in the head and as an 

outcome Green was left harmed with a cracked skull and a cerebrum injury.  

Attack charges were squeezed against both the competitors where Maki was vindicated on 

grounds of self-protection while Green was not seen as liable in light of the fact that his 

moves were made up as a compulsory reflex because of the unpleasantness of the game. 

Despite the fact that neither of the charges was indicted for the situation, it was held that 

sports are not invulnerable from criminal arraignment.  

FIRST CRIMINAL PROSECUTION FOR SPORTS VIOLENCE  

In 1975, Dave Forbes, A Boston Bruins hockey player was engaged with a frequency of ice 

viciousness wherein he thumped down a rival major part in the middle of a game and 

continued punching him at the rear of his head trying to beat his face into the ice. The rate 
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was the main case throughout the entire existence of the United States of America where a 

competitor was criminally arraigned due to his brutal on the field activities.  

In the case of Hackbart vs. Cincinnati1, the court examined the compulsory reflex 

protection if there should be an occurrence of forceful contact during a game's challenge. In 

this, during a football match-up Charles Clark (Cincinnati Bengals) hit Dale Hackbart 

(Denver Broncos) on the rear of the head out of dissatisfaction as a result of which Hackbart 

endured three vertebrae breaks and a few muscle wounds. The matter went to the court and it 

was held that "The savagery of expert football is painstakingly coordinated. Both hostile and 

guarded players should be incredibly forceful in their activities, and they should play with 

careless deserting of self-defensive impulses."  

 The instance of Dino Ciccarelli  

In 1988, Dino Ciccarelli, commander and unequaled first scorers of Minnesota North Stars 

was held for an event wherein he was blamed for beating another resistance player Luke 

Richardson, in the mouth more than once. He was held blameworthy for a criminal attack by 

a Canadian court which guided him to pay a measure of $1000 to the distressed party 

alongside a prison sentence for a day. The case stays the primary ever in history when an 

expert competitor was coordinated to serve a term in prison during a progressing game in 

view of an on-ice assault on another player.  

 Marty McSorley Incident  

These remaining parts quite possibly the most discussed occurrences in the cutting edge 

period of hockey when exorbitant savagery occurred between McSorley of the Boston Bruins 

and Donald Brashear of Vancouver Canucks. The activity occurred angrily by McSorley 

when he was attempting to incite Brashear into a battle in the middle of a game wherein his 

group was behind that of Brashear's group. While attempting to welcome Brashear for a 

battle, McSorley hit Brashear from behind and cut at his head with a hockey stick causing 

seizures in his mind. After the episode, McSorley was quickly suspended for that specific 

season and was subsequently indicted for attack by the court.  

Over numerous years, different comparative episodes have occurred in Ice-Hockey however 

McSorley's case stays one of the numerous couples to arrive at the court.  

                                                             
1 Hackbart v. Cincinnati Bengals, Inc., 435 F. Supp. 352 (D. Colo. 1977) 
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 Todd Bertuzzi Incident  

On March 8, 2004, an abhorrent occurrence occurred between Vancouver's Todd Bertuzzi 

and Colorado's Steve Moore in the middle of an Ice-hockey coordinate wherein Bertuzzi 

followed Moore onto the rear of his shirt. In the middle of the game, Bertuzzi plunged his 

stick and hit Moore's face with a bushwhacked, right gave, punch. In view of the actual 

demonstration, Moore endured facial slashes, a blackout, and two harmed vertebrae, which 

accordingly put his expert hockey vocation on pause, uncertainly. Bertuzzi was promptly 

suspended for his demonstration and was banished from playing until the last finishes of the 

examination came. On June 24, 2004, Bertuzzi was charged with a criminal attack by the 

then-Attorney General.  

FIVE PART TEST DETERMINATION  

On account of Regina versus Cey, the court built up a five-section test to decide whether 

legitimate assent exists with regards to an athletic occasion, these are:  

 Nature of the Game  

 Nature of the Act  

 Degree of power utilized  

 Degree of the danger of Injury  

 State of Mind of the Accused 

From all the previously mentioned cases and occurrences, it tends to be deduced that brutality 

has been a piece of sports culture for quite a while now and throughout the long term, the 

lone actuality that has changed is the position with which it is taken up. Officially, animosity 

in sports was considered as a verifiable piece of game and was not give the necessary 

consideration however before long, it turned into a genuine matter of concern frequently 

jeopardizing human existence and accordingly, the need for lawful arrangements at the 

appointed time of sports matches were felt to keep authority over fatalities caused because of 

forceful and strange happenings on the field. Additionally, laws that keep a check over sports 

accommodate a set of principles should have been followed, clinging to such a set of 

accepted rules keeps the general public moving further without significant interruptions. In 
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the event of nonattendance of lawful arrangements, there would emerge a threat of tumult in 

the public eye where just the fittest would have the option to endure. In promotion to the 

equivalent, laws, and resolutions made by law specialists or administrative bodies to 

guarantee a more secure climate for the sportsperson alongside reasonable gameplay is a need 

for present-day sports climate.  

PREVENTION OF VIOLENCE IN SPORTS 

 Savagery is preventable, not inescapable  

As expressed, animosity is a characteristic marvel of human instinct that causes savagery in 

the public eye; if there should be an occurrence of sports, such hostility exists at a higher 

power prompting raised odds of sports brutality. However, viciousness in any structure at all 

stage isn't valued and ought to consistently be condemned yet in sports, it is frequently not 

given due consideration and is viewed as paltry; brutality has of late become an undefined 

piece of the donning society. In encouragement to expanding brutal occurrences in different 

game exercises around the planet, there is a need to sort out fitting approaches to control 

sports savagery and maintain a strategic distance from any fatalities in the future.  

There can be various routes through which sports savagery can be controlled, one of them 

being; upgrading the abilities of mentors and actual instructors to check sports viciousness, 

these individuals, being better specialists are in best situations than tackle the issue by 

instilling positive considerations among sportspersons improving sportsmanship spirits.  

Some different techniques for stop rough games culture can be:  

 Changing Points of View Towards Fulfillment of Triumph  

Of late, triumph in sports is being over misrepresented making players ensure that they 

succeed at any expense; the equivalent has prompted expanded on-field brutality in sports 

where, players will in general play unpleasant and wild to win, frequently harming 

adversaries. Here, mentors and instructors have a colossal obligation to feature the 

significance of gameplay for self-awareness among players rather than brutally playing for 

triumph. By doing this, sports viciousness can be checked and more importantly can be laid 

after getting a charge out of the game alongside the ability advancement of players.  
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 Parental Direction  

Guardians and watchmen regularly have an extraordinary impact on the existence of their 

kids; such impact can be used to adjust their kid's mentality towards sports and can likewise 

help them in preparing about how to remain careful amid animosity. Such contribution can 

guarantee sensible expectations of sports execution and help keep a check over sports 

savagery.  

 Constructive Role Models  

Youthful players are on numerous occasions affected by their seniors in sports, in such 

conditions such good examples must portray peaceful pictures of themselves to guarantee the 

equivalent among the more youthful players. As of now, the larger part of senior players is 

known for their forceful on-field disposition that regularly results in an awful impact and 

similar should be dealt with while getting ready youth in turning out to be proficient parts in 

future that are less inclined to occurrences of sports brutality.  

 Moral Advancement  

Procedures that impart moral development of players ought to be mulled over for 

transformation of youthful players and help them in turning out to be ideal sportspersons with 

improved or created qualities of sportsmanship. The equivalent will guarantee inspirational 

mentalities of players while on the field redirecting them from cases of viciousness.  

Aside from the previously mentioned measures, many different advances can be taken up by 

administrative power to guarantee a decrease of sports brutality that stays a disease inside the 

flow donning society.  

SPORTS LAW IN INDIA  

The history of sports in India traces all the way back to the Vedic occasions; different 

globally perceived games like chess, polo, wrestling, and hockey are said to have been started 

in the Indian subcontinent. According to the Indian Constitution, sports are given legroom in 

the seventh timetable in the state list at passage 33. Although no specific legitimate 

arrangement can be followed for sports yet, regularly sports-related lawful obstacles are 

covered by other legal arrangements, for example, work law, criminal law, contract law, the 

law of misdeeds etcetera. The same the remainder of the world, India has likewise had 
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different occurrences of sports viciousness over the long run that have prompted extreme 

results, a portion of these cases is:  

 Nehru Cup Viciousness  

The Hockey competition held in November 2019, stays quite possibly the most savage 

examples of sports brutality in India when players of two groups, in particular, Punjab Armed 

Police and Punjab National Bank traded blows and hit each other with sticks inside the turf 

which later prompted the suspension of 11 players and 2 authorities from their posts after the 

reports of the examination board of trustees were readied. The suspension of players was a 

disciplinary measure to maintain a strategic distance from any such deadly occurrences in the 

future.  

 1996: World Semi-Final at Eden Gardens  

A humongous horde of one lakh individuals accumulated at Eden Gardens, Kolkata to watch 

the world semi-last match between India and Sri Lanka, clearly the group got vicious as the 

game prepared prompting the deserting of the match, and the honor was given to the Sri 

Lankan group. The match went easily until India lost Aashish Kapoor's wicket while 

pursuing an objective of 252 runs; consequently, Indians lost more wickets as the match 

flowed and similar prompted pelting of stones and water bottles over the field. Ultimately, the 

match was canceled by the umpires who expected lethal outcomes on the off chance that the 

game prepared any further. The occasion stays well known by the name of "Downpour of 

Water Bottles".  

 Asia Cup Test Championship, 1999  

In 1999, finals of the Asia Cup Test Championship were held among India and Pakistan, 

where a horde of one lakh observers got vicious after which the police needed to hurl them 

out of the arena to guarantee no undesirable setbacks occurred. The group began revolting as 

and when India's lord blaster Sachin Tendulkar got out while running between the wickets by 

Pakistan's Shoaib Akhtar, the bizarre happenings occurred on the evening of the fourth day of 

the game. In the end, the game was seen by a couple of authorities, writers, and some VIPs 

after the revolting group was ousted from the stands. However, no individual was executed 

and just a single individual from the beginning was harmed, the group remains recollected in 

the set of experiences by the name "The Bloodier Riots".  
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Throughout the long term, India has seen a few events of sports viciousness in different 

various games, the most questioned sport in India remains cricket where circumstances have 

frequently sneaked out of control in the middle of the games, some of the time prompting 

excusal of the matches. Even though India has a significant touchy foundation in the setting 

of sports viciousness, yet no legitimate rule exists to handle the equivalent, the Indian overall 

set of laws stays quiet according to sports savagery offenses, and frequently, corrective laws 

are taken up to manage fierce games occurrences. The need of great importance remains a 

plan of laws to embrace arrangements that take into account the issue of sports savagery to 

guarantee a more secure games climate in the country and keep away from negative cases 

whenever in the future.  

CONCLUSION  

Brutality in sports is the depiction of forceful conduct against the authority systems of a 

specific game. Different speculations have been proposed to clarify viciousness in sports. The 

natural hypothesis advances that viciousness results from the local being of an individual, the 

mental hypothesis admits that savagery is an outcome dissatisfaction brought about by the 

absence of accomplishment of objectives through the social learning hypothesis attests that 

brutality results from replication. Brutality in sports is normal in serious games particularly 

ice hockey, football, rugby, wrestling, ball, and confining, and such savagery sports can be an 

as boisterous attack, dangers, or actual injury. In any case, some measures can be executed to 

forestall or control brutality in sports and guarantee the prosperity of a brandishing society all 

through the world.  

Of late, cases of sports viciousness have gotten terrible and abhorrent, where here and there 

lives of players are jeopardized. In facilitation of the expanding instances of lethal 

frequencies, a requirement for legitimate arrangements can be felt that obliges the issue. Such 

legitimate arrangements can be used to guarantee more secure and more pleasant gameplay 

and they can change the present risky donning society into a more secure movement much 

frequently taken up for amusement purposes, as it was at first evolved back on schedule. 

 

 

 


